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INTERGRAL REPRESENTATION OF 
VECTOR-VALUED CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

Dong Hwa Kim

1. Introduction

Let S be a compact Hausdorff space, let X、Y be locally convex 
Hausdorff spaces over real and complex field. Let C(S,X) denote the 
continuous functions from S into X with the topology of uniform con
vergence.

The purpose of this paper is to give an integral representation for 
continuous linear operator T on C(S、X) into Y by means of integrals 
with respect to L(X、Y) and we investigate some problems of the theory 
of vector-valued functions for an operator-valued measure.

2. Preliminaries and Notations

Let E be an a-algebra of the closed subsets of S and L(X)K) be the 
space of all continuous linear operators on X into Y. Let Yf and Y,f 
be dual and bidual of 匕 respectively.

For each continuous semi-norm q of Y there exists a continuous 
semi-norm p on X such that {g(T(x)); x E Bp} is bounded, where 
Bp = {x E X;p(w) < 1}. By we mean, the polar set of Bp, i.e. 
the set x1 G X’ with | < > | < 1 for all x G and p(x)=
sup{| < x,€ Bp}. The topology of C(S,X)is generated 
by the seminorms p(J) = sup5e5p(/(«s)), and the topology for YH is 
generated by the seminorms 矿'(g") = supy/€Bo | < y\y” > |. If B G S 
we denote the characteristic function of E by xe・
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If £? 6 S and x E X we identify tb" simple function xe • x as an 
element of C”(S)X) since this identification is an isometric isomor
phism in [4] and [8]. The linear operator 幻 C(S,X) —> F is contin
uous if and only if there exists a pairing (p, q) such that If끼(孔g) = 
SUP{?(^(/))；P(/) < 1}. It is well known that 끄”(the bitranspose of 
꼬) maps C〃(S,X) into and \\T\\M = ||刑|(p,q).

DEFINTION 2.1, An operator-valued measure /z; E —> L(X^Y) said 
to be of bounded (p, 9)-variation on S € S for a coniinuous semi-norm 
p(q) on X(Y) if

oo
{q(〉:"(瓦)£#);玖 n Ej =戒]j)?£ •%}

is bounded and. we define the (p, qyvariation of 卩 on E f

n
II m ll(E= sup„,eBo{?(y' e 丫',：方 e bp}. 

t=l

DEFINITION 2.2. A function /; S —> X said to be 卩-integrable with 
respect to an operator-valued measure if

(1) f is y1 fj,-integrable (in the sense of [3]), and
(2) for each E 3, there is an element yE such that

g'(*E)= / 了矿“(ds), for y1 G Y'.
JE

Since K is a locally convex Hausedorff space, we .denote = 
Je 了(硏卩(ds) and is unique whenever it exists. It is well known 
that X-valued simple function is jU-integrable and the integral of such 
a function is given by

is an K-valued measure on E.
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DEFINITION 2.3. L(X, Y^yvalued measure, defined on S is said to 
be weakly regular if the set function g'#(・)z is regular for x E X and 
矿e r.

From the above definition we have that

< 〃(E)c,矿 > =< T'Xxe • z),矿 >

=< Xe • W寸 >
=y'^E)x

which weakly operator valued regular mesure. Suppose 屮 is any weakly- 
regular operator-measure of bound such that T(f) = J fdu, 
then

< - x),y' >= y fy'fi(ds) =< / • x, T'y >=< 卩(E), y' >,x e X.

Since Y is locally convex space for g‘ 6 Y\ f g 0(S, X), if

fy'X(ds),

then we have寸卬=矿人.Hence卩=又

Lemma 24 [5] For Ex E g X)Ex Q E3 =《照尹 

ijj = 1,2,n, we have that
n

矿'(£xe, • X,) < maxp(e).
»=1

For q” on Ylt there exists a p su산i that T is (p, g)-related and so Tn 
is (pn,9n)-related such that

n n
矿'(E 对小 J =矿'XE, •")) 

1=1 1=1

n
< IK께(p”,q")P"(»E 5)

1=1

< II끼l(P,g)maxp3).

Therefore we see that 卩，(E) e L(X, Y"), for each B G S, since 
矿(“㈤ z)W|B||(m)用).
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PROPOSITION 2.q. Let T; C(S：X) —^Ybea continuous linear op
erator, then the weakly operator-valued regular measure “ deGned on 
S with values in L(X^Yrt), given by

户(E)z = 7거'(xe • z) for E £ & £ € X.

Proof. For y1 C Y1 and xt E X (« = 1,2,n),

n n
矿'(£«(瓦)：农)=SUp#，€B?(矿尸'(£ XE, • g)

2=1 1=1
n

< II：끼l(p",g")p"(£：XE, 5)

1=1
< ||T||(Pi9)max!p(a:t).

For y1 6 Yf and x E let X(E) = y,fi(E)x1 then

yrfi(E)x = y'(T«E - $)) =(XE - z)(尸矿)for E E 

which is regtdar measure.

3. Representation of continuous linear operator

Every Z(X, K)-valued measure // on S may be considered as being 
L(X, yn)-valued, by the canonical mapping of X into X”. Therefore 
we can define < “(E)吗 矿 >= y,pt(E)x and we have

g(矿“(E)c) < 5(/z(E))p(r),E £ € X.

Let 乙(X, F") be an operator-valued measure. By
the space of all regular -valued measures of finite variations on 
S, yln € is 요nitely additive.

THEOREM 3.1. Let S be a locally convex Hausdorif space and T; C(S^X)-
Y be continuous linear operator. Then there exists a unique operator- 
valued measure /z; E —> ・L(X, Ytr) such that

(1) the linear map y1 —> y1 p, on Y허 into M(S,XZ) for each y1 E 
is continuous^
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(2) if T is (p, q)-defined then we have

II 卩1 Hg)늬I 끄 H(p,g) -

(3) ^(T(/)) = J"矿“(ds), f € C(S,X),寸 e Yf
(4) 0기矿 = y乍 fS 矿 C지.

Conversely if /i; S -h- Z(X,Y") has properties (1) and (2), then the 
linear operator T; C(S, X) —»• Y defined by (3) is continuous and (p, g)- 
defined operator as (2)^ and whose adjoint is given by (4).

Proof. For E € —*■ Yn is Enear and from Lemma 3.2 we
have 一

卩(环 = 꼬"(XE . 찌: w C X.

For each continuous seminorms p、q on X,y, respectively, we define

잉 £Y, y 戒 g) = 1 < y, y1 > I and
g(矿〃(E)z) = q(yT(、XE • ^)) = q(꼬';'(xe • :时)

J SUP|)/()<1 q^T'y'Xf • ®))

< II幻l(P,g)P(f • / < ISI(p시Lf||c(s,x)*以

Furthermore from (3) we have the following property

n

矿(戏f))=y'(T(ExE,d))
!=1
n n

=矿(£：“(瓦):队)=E 矿“(EJ：知• 

t=l t=l ~
Thus it follows that

矿 3(/)) = /何'"(ds) for fec(s,x)

which complete the proof of (3). Let us prove relation (2).

Il^ll(p,g) = sup{g(T(/));p(f) < 1}
=SUPp(/)<l sup炸B?(矿3(/)))

=sup/€B? suppsa(矿(戏/))).
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On the other hand, we have

n
sup亦SUPp(f)u(y'(T(f))) = SUPj,，eBo sup I £ /〃(&)：이 

1=1
n n

=suP/eB? 1矿(£加㈤)时=supg(»(E,)Zz) = ||冲(球), 

i드 1 t=l

where the supremum is taken over all S-partition of S into € S 
and all possible collections Xi E X with p(xt) < 1, which proves (2) 
and (4). Conversely let /z;S —> 乙(X,】지') satisfy (1) and (2), 난len for 
f € C(S, X),T(y)C V, where T is defined by (3), the linear mapping 
yr —> 寸卩 of Yf into M(»X‘)is continuous with respect to the Y- 
topology in Y1 and C(S, X)-topology in C(S,X). Thus the linear 
operator T(f) = f of C(S,X) into Y is continuous and (2) 
holds.

Corollary 3.2. Let Y be semi-reHexive and 幻 C(S；X) —> F be 
continuous linear operator. Then there exists a unique operator-valued 
measure “； £ t L(X、Y) such that

(1) the mapping yf t 寸卩，on Yf into is continuous,
(2) if T is (p, q)-defined operator, then || 卩，||( p,g) =|| T ||( p, g).
(3) 꼬(f)= m(ds),fec(s,x)
(4) T'y' = y'fi

Conversely, if 乙(X, Y)-valued measure which satisfies that (1 ))then 
the linear operator T; C(S,X) —> K is defined by (3) and (4) is contin
uous with the condition (2).

Proof. Since Yu = K, the proof can be obtained by a slight modifi
cation of the proof of the above theorem.
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